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The Unexpected President
“[A] powerful examination of a nation trying to make sense of the complex changes and challenges of the post–Civil War
era.” —Carol Berkin, author of A Brilliant Solution: Inventing the American Constitution In 1877—a decade after the Civil
War—not only was the United States gripped by a deep depression, but the country was also in the throes of nearly
unimaginable violence and upheaval, marking the end of the brief period known as Reconstruction and reestablishing white
rule across the South. In the wake of the contested presidential election of 1876, white supremacist mobs swept across the
South, killing and driving out the last of the Reconstruction state governments. A strike involving millions of railroad
workers turned violent as it spread from coast to coast, and for a moment seemed close to toppling the nation’s economic
structure. Celebrated historian Michael A. Bellesiles reveals that the fires of that fated year also fueled a hothouse of
cultural and intellectual innovation. He relates the story of 1877 not just through dramatic events, but also through the lives
of famous and little-known Americans alike. “A superb and troubling book about the soul of Modern America.” —William
Deverell, director of the Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West “A bold, insightful book, richly researched, and
fast paced . . . Bellesiles vividly portrays on a single canvas the violent confrontations in 1877.” —Alfred F. Young, coeditor
of Revolutionary Founders: Rebels, Radicals, and Reformers in the Making of the Nation “[A] wonderful read that is sure to
appeal to those interested in the challenges of creating a post–Civil War society.” —Choice

1877
David Garibaldi combines his innovations of funk from his Tower of Power days with his new innovations in Afro-Cuban
music and demonstrates how to incorporate them into modern music. This video shows you how to become your own
drummer and how to create your own signature sound. Booklet included.

Tower of Groove
Identity management is the concept of providing a unifying interface to manage all aspects related to individuals and their
interactions with the business. It is the process that enables business initiatives by efficiently managing the user life cycle
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(including identity/resource provisioning for people (users)), and by integrating it into the required business processes.
Identity management encompasses all the data and processes related to the representation of an individual involved in
electronic transactions. This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides an approach for designing an identity management
solution with IBM Tivoli® Identity Manager Version 5.1. Starting from the high-level, organizational viewpoint, we show how
to define user registration and maintenance processes using the self-registration and self-care interfaces as well as the
delegated administration capabilities. Using the integrated workflow, we automate the submission/approval processes for
identity management requests, and with the automated user provisioning, we take workflow output and automatically
implement the administrative requests on the environment with no administrative intervention. This book is a valuable
resource for security administrators and architects who wish to understand and implement a centralized identity
management and security infrastructure.

Mister Owita's Guide to Gardening
This title contains the proceedings of the 2013 5th International Conference on Advanced Computer Control, held in
Singapore. The topics covered include: Modern and advanced control strategies; human-machine systems; multimedia and
communication systems; database systems; robotics and automation; and much more.

Advanced Computer Control
When President James Garfield was shot in 1881, nobody expected Vice President Chester A. Arthur to become a strong and
effective president, a courageous anti-corruption reformer, and an early civil rights advocate. Despite his promising start as
a young man, by his early fifties Chester A. Arthur was known as the crooked crony of New York machine boss Roscoe
Conkling. For years Arthur had been perceived as unfit to govern, not only by critics and the vast majority of his fellow
citizens but by his own conscience. As President James A. Garfield struggled for his life, Arthur knew better than his
detractors that he failed to meet the high standard a president must uphold. And yet, from the moment President Arthur
took office, he proved to be not just honest but brave, going up against the very forces that had controlled him for decades.
He surprised everyone--and gained many enemies--when he swept house and took on corruption, civil rights for blacks, and
issues of land for Native Americans. A mysterious young woman deserves much of the credit for Arthur's remarkable
transformation. Julia Sand, a bedridden New Yorker, wrote Arthur nearly two dozen letters urging him to put country over
party, to find "the spark of true nobility" that lay within him. At a time when women were barred from political life, Sand's
letters inspired Arthur to transcend his checkered past--and changed the course of American history. This beautifully written
biography tells the dramatic, untold story of a virtually forgotten American president. It is the tale of a machine politician
and man-about-town in Gilded Age New York who stumbled into the highest office in the land, only to rediscover his better
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self when his nation needed him.

The Historian's Toolbox
The Historian's Toolbox introduces students to the theory, craft, and methods of history and equips them with a series of
tools to research and understand the past. Written in an engaging and entertaining style, and filled with fascinating
examples, this best-selling "how to" book opens up an exciting world behind historical research and writing. This fourth
edition expands the repertory of tools and techniques available to students entering the workshop of history. These include
materials on the Kennedy assassination, the litigation of Van Gogh's Night Café, local town histories, contemporary history,
Twitter, and the contemplation of the end of history as well as the Sixth Extinction in a new epilogue. The book
demonstrates the relevance and expanding possibilities of the study of history in our cacophonous information age of
tweetstorms and fake news; it emphasises the increasing value of critical thinking, facts and evidence in the face of political
lies and conspiracy theories. Material added to the fourth edition will resonate with a new generation of computer-literate
readers in the face of climate change. The Historian's Toolbox continues to be a seminal text for supporting students
throughout their study of history and an accessible teaching tool for instructors.

Identity Management Design Guide with IBM Tivoli Identity Manager
"In this profoundly moving memoir, Owita teaches Wall how to find grace amid heartbreak and to accept that beauty exists
because it is fleeting—as in her garden, as in life." —People, 4 stars "A perfect spring awakening." —Good Housekeeping A
true story of a unique friendship between two people who had nothing—and ultimately everything—in common. Carol Wall,
a white woman living in a lily-white neighborhood in Middle America, was at a crossroads in her life. Her children were
grown; she had successfully overcome illness; her beloved parents were getting older. One day she notices a dark-skinned
African man tending her neighbor’s yard. His name is Giles Owita. He bags groceries at the supermarket. He comes from
Kenya. And he’s very good at gardening. Before long Giles is transforming not only Carol’s yard, but her life. Though they
are seemingly quite different, a caring bond grows between them. But they both hold long-buried secrets that, when
revealed, will cement their friendship forever.
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